Your body burns up a lot of food every day. However, cells don’t burn food like a fireplace. Instead, food molecules are combined with oxygen molecules one-by-one, in many carefully controlled steps. In this way, the energy that is released can be captured in convenient forms, like ATP or NADH, which are then used elsewhere to power essential cellular functions. Our cells get most of their energy from a long series of reactions that combine oxygen and glucose, forming carbon dioxide and water, and creating lots of ATP and NADH in the process.

**Making the Link**

Citrate synthase is a central enzyme in this process of sugar oxidation. It is the first step of the citric acid cycle, also known as the Krebs cycle. Glucose has previously been broken into several pieces by glycolysis, releasing two carbon atoms as carbon dioxide and leaving the rest as two molecules of acetate, carried in an activated form on special cofactor molecules. In the citric acid cycle, these remaining carbon atoms are fully oxidized to form carbon dioxide. Citrate synthase starts this process by taking the molecules of acetate and attaching them to oxaloacetate, which acts as a convenient handle as the carbon atoms are passed from enzyme to enzyme in the citric acid cycle.

**A Perfect Fit**

Citrate synthase is a classic example of induced fit in enzyme action. The enzyme from pigs is shown here, from PDB entry **1cts** and **2cts**. The enzyme in our cells and in most animals and plants is very similar. It is composed of two identical subunits, each with its own active site. The enzyme starts in an open form (shown at the top, with the product citrate in red), and when it binds to its substrates, it closes around them and performs the linkage reaction (shown at the bottom, with the two substrates in green).
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CITRATE SYNTHASE

Stop and Go

The citrate synthase enzyme found in many bacteria is larger than ours, as seen in this structure of the enzyme from Escherichia coli (PDB entry 1nxg). It is composed of six identical subunits, but if you look from the side (as shown in the lower picture), you can see that each pair of subunits has a similar Z shape as our enzyme. The bacterial enzyme has an additional site that binds to NADH, shown here in magenta. Binding of NADH slows the action of the enzyme. This helps the cell regulate its level of energy production: high levels of NADH mean that the cell has plenty of energy, so it doesn’t need to break down any more sugar.

Exploring the Structure

Citrate synthase is found in all living cells, so it has been a useful enzyme for comparing differences from organism to organism. In particular, it has been used to study the unusual adaptations in cells that live in extreme environments. Structures have been obtained from organisms that live in very cold environments (see, for instance, PDB entry 1a59, not shown here) and others that live in hot environments. The enzyme shown here, from PDB entry 2ibp, has an interesting structural feature that allows it to resist high temperatures. Each chain has a disulfide linkage that closes the chain into a loop. Looking at the whole structure, we see that these two loops are linked, so even if the structure melts now and then, the two chains stay linked together. This is a trick that is only rarely used by natural proteins—for another amazing example, take a look at the many linked rings in the virus capsid of HK97 (PDB entry 1ohg).
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